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sen for publication are subject to editing
for length, clarity and accuracy. We are no
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to submit your opinion online. Due to the
high volume of submissions, we are unable
to publish all of them, and we cannot per-
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In Rochester, an evocative exhibit
titled “Black Dolls,” is currently on dis-
play at The Strong National Museum
of Play. 

The exhibit showcases homemade
dolls that tell a compelling story of Af-
rican-American life from the 1850s to
the 1940s, providing a sobering re-
minder of the oppression and racism
endured by Black communities during
that period. The dolls, created in the
face of systemic discrimination, re-
mind us of the dark history of racial
covenants and the enduring legacy of
environmental racism that still
plagues our city.

These dolls are more than just relics
from the past; they serve as a starting
point for an important conversation
about the persistent racial disparities
in Rochester. While we have made sig-
nificant strides towards dismantling
racism, the shadows of past injustices
continue to loom large over our com-
munity. One of the most devastating
manifestations of this inequality is en-
vironmental racism.

In Rochester, the scars of environ-
mental racism are still visible in the
form of disproportionately high rates
of pollution and environmental degra-
dation in predominantly Black neigh-
borhoods. Industrial pollutants and
subpar infrastructure unjustly burden
these communities, contributing to
health problems including respiratory
illnesses, cancer and developmental
issues. 

The first step towards change is ac-
knowledging the problem. We must
educate ourselves and our community
about the damaging nature of environ-
mental racism, and we should com-
mend the efforts of organizations like
The Strong National Museum of Play
for shedding light on this issue
through exhibits like “Black Dolls.” 

But awareness alone is not enough;
it is action that will bring about the
necessary change.

We need comprehensive policies
that prioritize environmental equity,
ensuring that all residents have access
to clean air and water and green
spaces. Furthermore, we must address
the economic disparities that are
linked to environmental racism by in-
vesting in education, job opportunities
and infrastructure in the most margin-
alized communities. It is up to Roches-
terians to step up within the commu-
nity. 

The “Black Dolls” exhibit reminds
us of the strength and resilience of the
Black community in the face of adver-
sity. It is a testament to the fact that
even in the darkest times, individuals
find ways to resist oppression. 

Now, it is our turn to resist the per-
petuation of environmental racism in
our beloved city of Rochester. We have
the power to shape a future in which
every resident, regardless of their race,
can thrive in a healthy and just envi-
ronment. Let us honor the spirit of re-
sistance displayed by those who cre-
ated these dolls and work together to
dismantle the legacy of environmental
racism that still stains our city today.

Rory McIntosh of Pittsford is a Cor-
nell University student.
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co-response teams, and police officers
who have participated in crisis inter-
vention training. 

These efforts, along with those in
L.A. and Durham, are building a “no
wrong door” approach – whether a per-
son in crisis knows to call 988 or is fa-
miliar only with 911, their call will end up
making it to a behavioral health profes-
sional. 

The need for 988 is desperate for
mental health care

However, this coordination between
911 and emergency mental health ser-
vices remains limited. 

When there’s no state requirement
to develop coordinated processes – as
is the case in most states – it means
that a community must spearhead the

effort from the ground up. 
Such an effort requires funding, col-

laboration and infrastructure. It also
necessitates more successful models to
point to as guides. 

Even in cases where there is a state
requirement to coordinate between
mental health services and 911 calls,
setting up such complicated systems
can take years before they are up and
running. 

For example, implementing Vir-
ginia's Marcus Alert will continue until
July 2028, as communities need time to
develop comprehensive plans and pro-
cedures. 

Almost half of Americans are afraid
that 911 is not a safe option to call for
someone undergoing a behavioral
health problem – and with good reason,
given the many stories of people (often
people of color) being killed when po-
lice respond to a mental illness crisis. 

If someone is afraid to call 911 – and is
unaware of its more appropriate neigh-
bor on the keypad, 988 – they’re left to

navigate the complex system of com-
munity mental health care, which is
plagued by staffing and funding short-
ages. 

People from marginalized communi-
ties, whose fears about calling 911 are
the most well-founded, also have the
most limited access to community care. 

The fact that so many Americans are
afraid to call 911 and have no good op-
tion of community-based mental
health care highlights the ongoing need
for 988. 

Indeed, these are some of the key
reasons for its existence. But it’s clear
that some kind of broader advertising
and outreach campaign about 988 is as
necessary today as it was in July 2022. 

People simply can’t call what they
don’t know to call. And yet the need is
there, and the need is often desperate. 

Stephanie Brooks Holliday is a clin-
ical psychologist and senior behavioral
scientist at RAND Corporation whose
work focuses on the intersection of
mental health and the legal system.
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I was giving a spelling test to my one fifth-grader in a
one-room rural schoolhouse located seven miles from
Brookings, South Dakota, when the phone rang in the tiny
library. 

It was Friday, Nov. 22, 1963.
A wise older woman, who lived about a mile away from

the school on the gravel road, called to let me know that
President John F. Kennedy had been shot.

Shocked, I relayed the information to the 12 students
ranging from first to eighth grades. We discussed this and
prayed for him and his family. 

Later, the woman called again to say that President
Kennedy had died. 

She was also aware that at the age of 22, I would not
know what protocol I should follow, so she gently suggest-
ed that we lower the flag to half staff. 

We trooped outside on the crisp fall day, and lowered
the flag solemnly. 

Those 12 students from South Dakota farms might still
remember this, 60 year later.

I certainly do.
Sharon Bloemendaal lives in Rochester.

This image made from a home movie released in 2007 by the Sixth Floor Museum at Dealey Plaza shows former
President John F. Kennedy, left, and his wife Jacqueline moments before his assassination in Dallas on Nov. 22,
1963. The silent, 8 mm color film was made by amateur photographer George Jefferies. GEORGE JEFFERIES/AP

REMEMBERING ONE OF
OUR MOST TRAGIC DAYS

Mourners are silhouetted against the lighted window of a downtown store,
which pays its simple tribute to President John F. Kennedy on Nov. 23,
1963. Small groups of Nashvillians paused throughout the night before the
President's likeness to gaze silently at it. GERALD HOLLY / THE TENNESSEAN

Mourners kneel in Oklahoma City to
pray after President John F. Kennedy
is assassinated on Nov. 22, 1963.
RAY FOSTER/THE OKLAHOMAN, FILE
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